
The One Year Wisdom Challenge for Pastor’s Wives #8 

The Wise Pastor’s Wife Steps Over Offenses 

 

If you’ve been a pastor’s wife for more than a week, then you’ve learned that some church folk are extra 

special challenges, or as I like to call them, “character builders.” It’s those folks over the years who’ve 

taught me patience, grace, how to confront lovingly, and another important quality for any believer, 

how to become unoffendable. I’m not completely mature as far as offenses are concerned but I’m a 

sight better than I used to be in my younger years. My goodness, I was riled up all the time about some 

sinful, offensive thing someone had said or done towards me or my husband, Ken.  

A couple of the churches where Ken and I served were immature, and offensive behavior was a way of 

life. It took me about ten years into the second one when I figured out that God planted us in those 

churches for several reasons. One of those reasons was our character development, aka the potter’s 

wheel, or the potter’s kiln.  

How do you know that you lack grace until people need it from you? How do you know that you’re weak 

in forgiveness unless there are people to forgive? How do you discover that you are easily offended 

without people committing offenses? I needed significant growth in this area but didn’t recognize that 

for years. Understanding and acknowledging your weaknesses is a large developmental step on the 

wisdom stairs. Doing something about them will up your maturity significantly. 

Proverbs contains several key verses about offenses and forgiveness, but I especially like Proverbs 19:11. 

“Good sense makes one slow to anger, and it is his glory to overlook an offense.”   

I lacked good sense back in those early days. I’m ashamed that I didn’t figure out sooner that being 

upset or angry much of the time was unbiblical and unhealthy.  People are people regardless of the size, 

location, or theological leanings of your church. Some people are chronically offensive. There are some 

that consider themselves the watchdogs of the church and they perceive themselves as keeping 

everyone on track. Others are unaware of their obnoxious behavior and make different excuses for it. 

“I’m just plain spoken.” (Or maybe blunt and rude and lacking grace.) A third category are ugly with 

words and behavior due to inner turmoil and pain that simply spills out of them.  

Whatever the reason for offensive behavior, it hurts. When something hurts us, we instinctively want to 

react. This is where the good sense that Solomon spoke of comes in. Developing a long fuse, being slow 

to anger, is important when someone sins against us or is just obnoxious or annoying. It’s a set of the 

mind each morning, determining in advance that you are going to keep the gospel of peace on your feet 

all day and forgive people as they hurt you. 

The second part of Proverbs 19:11 is where I discovered real gold through an online Bible study I’m 

doing with my Bible app called “Proverbs Explained.” In the Hebrew, the phrase, “overlook an offense,” 

is a picture of someone stepping over a trap or a tripwire. If you saw a tripwire, wouldn’t you carefully 

step over it so as not to set off the connected bomb? Choosing to step over an offense is like that. There 

is a time for righteous anger when someone sins against you or commits an evil act that harms your 

church. Sin must be dealt with biblically, but you don’t need to do it with an offended spirit.  



A few months ago, we had a guest speaker, Robert Madu, at our church, who preached an entire 

sermon about offenses and being offended. My greatest takeaway from him was these two sentences. 

“An offense is an event.  To be offended is a decision.” 

It hurts when a church member is ugly to you. In that place of hurt you need to make a decision. Will 

you take up a spirit of offense and carry it around with you? Will you forgive that person immediately 

and wait to speak to them until your emotions aren’t driving your words? That’s what Solomon would 

advise. Me too. 

No one is asking you to forget what happened, if it’s a biggie (if it’s small then cover it with grace and 

love) but good sense will tell you not to waste emotional energy carrying around an offended spirit. The 

person who committed the offense will move on, but you’ll be saddled with the heaviness of chronically 

hurt feelings. Further, once you start to live in that offended mindset, you become much more thin-

skinned. You read things into conversations and behavior that are wrong assumptions. You become 

guarded around people, fearfully awaiting the next offense.  

We are currently overwhelmed in our culture right now by a spirit of offense. Way too many people are 

so on edge and so easily upset and angered. As pastor’s wives, we must show our flocks the way out of 

that sand pit through our own mature example. Step over those offenses today and help your people do 

the same. Ask God to heal your heart and mind if anger and offense are a lifestyle for you as they were 

for me. Ask God to replace those emotions with grace, peace, and self-control. Hugs to you all.  

 

 

 


